Keep landscape green - no hardscape -
More trees: Fig, lemon, orange, olive -
Maintain look of European Spain in keeping with El Paseo
LEAVE IT ALONE PLEASE!

PUT THE TENT THING UNDER ITS NOT BROKEN! GROUND
I am thinking of adding a market to the plaza. This market would need space with a flat paved surface with maximum access for trucks. It would require the use of News Press lot which is currently abandoned and virtually unused. The market needs would make it difficult to create a charming ambience since we would need as many square feet as possible. As much close by parking is crucial. 750' is actually a long distance for shoppers.
Robin E. Lander, S.B. Timeline Project Manager, and I would very much like to meet with Mr. Hess and others involved to discuss the possibility of the Timeline Mosaic installation in the Santa Barbara Plaza. See www.elizabethgallery.com and our FB page: SBTimelineMosaic.
1. De La Guerra Plaza must be reserved exclusively for use by SBCFMA every Saturday morning - mid-afternoon for the Saturday farmers' market.

2. City of SB must do everything in its power to reach an agreement with Wendy McCaw so that SBCFMA has use of the parking lot across from the News-Press on Saturdays, free of charge.

3. City of SB shall create as much free parking within a two-block radius of DLG Plaza as possible.

4. My dream scenario: City of SB will find another location other than 303 St. Quarter Lot for this weekend policing solution.
CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
De La Guerra Plaza Revitalization
Date: 3/9/2019

Project Manager: Brad Hess, (805) 564-5373

COMMENT CARD:

COMMENT:
1) APPLAUD THE CONCEPT TO REVITALIZE THE PLAZA AS HEART OF CITY WITH FARMERS MARKET ON SATURDAYS + TUESDAY. INCLUDE CLOSED OFF OF STOKE + DELA GUERRA TO STOKE. POTENTIALLY CONSIDER STOPPING TRAFFIC ON STATE TO TO CONNECT THE PASEO ON MARKET DAYS.
SHOULD YOUR PUBLIC RT! FOR LANDSCAPE
We operate Fashion Eyes sunglasses store at 730 State Street for over 30 years. The important thing for our store still surviving on State Street is parking. Customers can still park in the De La Guerra loop and come in to our store to shop. We would like to see more parking in the loop with 75 minutes free. Please consider a parking booth while revitalize De La Guerra plaza. Please not taxing local residents while shopping!
Haley Kolosiekke was very helpful, sharing information about the event.
From the photos of the past you've displayed, my feeling is that a combination of the 1940's photo & the 1970's photo would be the most inclusive, creative & fair use of this piece of city land. As well, a weekly community drum circle could bring together an eclectic mix and create a healthy & happy energy field.
The Most Important Thing to us is to keep existing traffic circulation and parking opportunities.

It is also important to take into consideration the many upgrades that were implemented in the past, including the one that resulted in failure due to the homeless or drug addicts taking it over. The end result which it is now is a flat area devoid of homeless-drug addicts ready for functions, a flat cobblestone area with the general public coming and going is the best, the same as it has been from the beginning.
I would like to see the city's parking next to City Hall be changed into open space and joined with the plaza so that people are drawn to Anacapa Street and the plaza is more expansive. All the same parking. The private—New Press—parking should be replaced with a three or four story Granada-type garage.
The Santa Barbara Timeline Mosaic Project would provide a historical exhibit in mosaics of our city — perfect for the plaza, along the Storke Placita.
Our family is interested in maintaining this space for demonstrations, free speech and community organizing even on Saturdays.
Ebby's Organic Farm:
I am very concerned about parking lot. I have many elderly customers that they have been asking for this issue. Also I will like to be permanent at the La Guerra Plaza the whole year please.
I love to serve my community and I hope you allow me to continue doing that.
Do not sacrifice public free speech at a time when public wants to speak.

Saturday mornings.

Money cannot be only consideration. It is not more important than free speech.
keep fees to use the plaza extremely low or free, so that all in the community can benefit.
Minimize regulation requirements.
It appears that you are gentrifying S.B. for the wealthy. If rents were not ridiculous, people could live and own businesses in town. You're turning us into an extension of chain stores and Amazon. Ruining the environment socially & physically.
COMMENT:

This gathering is a great idea - I hope this effort doesn't get shelved like all the past ones.
CITY OF SANTA BARBARA
De La Guerra Plaza Revitalization

Date: ________________

COMMENT CARD:

PROJECT MANAGER: Brad Hess, (805) 564-5373

COMMENT:

Leave the Plaza as an open green space/public park for the rest of the week (after Sat. Farmers Mkt.)
Put in shade trees, benches, picnic tables for downtown workers to have lunch. Maybe a small fat lot.
Farmers Market on Saturday

Lower to street level and provide more parking for cars and bicycles. Keep street circulation
De La Guerra Plaza Revitalization

Date: 07/10/19

COMMENT CARD:

Project Manager: Brad Hess, (805) 564-5373

COMMENT:

Thanks!!
Hi Brad,

Our offices are across the street from the Plaza and for years we have been dreaming of possible uses for the Plaza. We have a number of ideas and we are available to generate a preliminary design concept.
Save the Farmers.
Dear Brad,

I am very excited about the plaza revitalization! However, I'm extremely concerned about my business being incredibly negatively affected during the construction. Having a small business downtown is tough enough with high rent adding months of intense construction could very realistically put us out of business. I would love to connect with you about this concern if possible. Thank you. 

Jill Agonias - Owner at Divinitree Yoga Studio
Increase parking spot only. +1 is millions good, -1 never reduce — even 1. Is never!
I love George Washington Smith's idea for the Plaza.
1) Applaud the concept to revitalize the plaza as heart of city with farmer's market on Saturdays + Tuesday. Include curb off of State + De La Guerra to State. Potentially consider stopping traffic on State to to connect the baso on market days. Should issue public RFP for landscape.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARJETA DE COMENTARIOS:</th>
<th>Director del Proyecto: Brad Hess, (805) 564-5373</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NOMBRE:</td>
<td>ORGANIZACIÓN/AFILIACIÓN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECCIÓN:</td>
<td>CORREO ELECTRÓNICO:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIUDAD:</td>
<td>ESTADO:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CÓDIGO POSTAL:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMENTARIOS:**

CONTINUÉ.

*PHARA HARDSCAPE. MAKE UNIFORM FROM BUILDING TO BUILDING. PERHAPS EGYPTIAN.
FAN DESIGN.
ITALY & SPAIN.*
Also: I understand that the mentally ill, the alcoholics and the addicts may congregate at my suggested benches; are we going to let them dictate our public policy? If so, we need to change our policies.
It is imperative to provide adequate handicapped parking spaces so that everyone may participate in Plaza activities.